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Abstract—This paper proposes a systematic framework for applying the Physics of Notations (PoN), a theory for the design of cognitively effective visual notations. The PoN consists of nine principles, but not all principles lend themselves equally to a clear and unambiguous operationalization. As a result, many visual notations designed according to the PoN apply it in different ways. The proposed framework guides what information is required of a reported PoN application to ensure that the application of each principle is verifiable. The framework utilizes an evidence-driven design rationale model to structure information needed to assess principles requiring user involvement or cognitive theories. This approach aims to reduce ambiguity in some of the principles by making design choices explicit, and highlighting the level of evidence presented to support it. We demonstrate the proposed framework in a showcase of a recently published visual notation which has been designed with the PoN in mind.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Visual notation design is an important part of the design of any modeling language, as the visual notation is the main interface of its users to any produced model. Given the use of conceptual modeling to foster communication among stakeholders in development processes, it is of great importance to ensure that a notation is designed in such a way that it can be quickly and correctly understood by all those involved. In other words: that it is cognitively effective. A number of approaches exist to support designers in doing so, one of which in particular has received more attention than others over the last years: The Physics of Notations (PoN) [4], a theory aimed to ensure that visual notations are designed to be cognitively effective. At least twenty-three new notations designed with it in mind have been published [9]. The PoN consists of nine principles, all of which have to be addressed in the design of a notation to ensure its cognitive effectiveness. Table 1 presents these principles and a short description explaining each of them. It is important to note, however, that each of the principles encompasses a far deeper wealth of theoretical and practical considerations than their one-line summary would inspire from a naïve reading.

Perhaps because of this depth and complexity, the PoN has received some critique in the literature, mainly focused on the difficulty of systematically applying it. Da Silva Teixeira et al. [5] proposed an additional systematic process to help designers chose when to apply which principle, grouping together those principles whose implementation goes hand in hand. However, this process does not provide more guidance on how to actually apply the principles themselves, leaving it up to the interpretation of the designer. Störrle and Fish [6] started an effort to provide clearly formalized definitions of the principles, yet have only provided definitions for semiotic clarity and perceptual discriminability so far – and even there admitted to making arbitrary choices for some thresholds. More recent work proposed theory-grounded color palettes for perceptual discriminability [7]. However, those principles more strongly linked to human factors related to cultural or individual aspects (e.g., semantic transparency requiring understanding of connotative meaning) were passed over as of yet – an issue shared by a recently proposed editor designed to enable PoN-driven development of visual notations [8]. Indeed, the PoN principles were strongly criticized in general as being “neither precise nor comprehensive enough to be applied in an objective way” [6].

This seeming different level of how well each principle can be operationalized led us to investigate the degree to which the principles lend themselves to such formalization efforts [9]. We had to conclude that it is infeasible, if not downright impossible to capture several of the principles in finite formalizations. An important reason for these difficulties is the strong need for user involvement in verifying whether principles hold, even though user involvement in PoN applications is often lacking.
Involving users requires extensive empirical work, likely leading to different outcomes in different contexts-of-use, thereby reducing the generalizability of any instructions that could be given for these principles. For example, while an effective color scheme could be created to satisfy a part of visual expressiveness [7], depending on the actual people using it, the instantiations of that scheme would be different, such as between e.g., Germanic and Confucian cultures [11]. A formalization, therefore, would either necessarily have to admit to only being valid for a very particular context-of-use (including its target audience and task), or present specific instantiation options for every feasibly expected different context-of-use, a rather unlikely achievement to be made.

What, then, is the way forward in guiding designers to apply the PoN in a systematic way? We see this as a call for more systematic reporting on the side of the designer of the visual notation. Indeed, in one of the first major applications of the PoN performed by Moody himself in 2010 [2], he stressed the importance of providing explicit design rationale. Explication of design rationale, and its grounding in verifiable sources is one of the main things needed to understand – and assess – the choices made in a visual notation’s design. Doing so would also strengthen the need to understand the spirit of each principle and designing with that in mind, as opposed to paying mere lip service to it. Nearly seven years later, it seems that this lesson has not yet resounded as loudly as hoped.

The objective of this paper is to provide a more systematic way to apply the PoN, guiding designers to more effectively implement the principles, and how to report on it. Avoiding the pitfall of attempting to formalize every last minutia of each principle, we propose a model for design rationale specific to this purpose, by which the credibility of a notation’s claim that any or all principles are satisfied can be validated – and where necessary, strengthened – by others. To do so we will first assess what an exemplary application of the PoN presents in their reasoning for each principle’s satisfaction, and derive a structured framework for what ought to be presented, and how justifications for design choices should be structured according to an evidence-focused model for design rationale.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we analyze an exemplary application of the PoN, taking the i* paper by Moody et al. [2] as our case study to assess what is reported in a thorough example of a PoN application. Section 3 goes into more detail on what is needed to capture relevant detail of design rationale for our purposes. This is followed in Section 4 by the presentation of the framework for systematically applying the PoN principles. We apply it to a recently published visual notation in Section 5, followed by a discussion on limitations and considerations on the framework in Section 6, and a concluding outlook for further work in this direction in Section 7.

II. VEFIABILITY OF PoN APPLICATIONS: RECONSTRUCTING REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

A. General approach

Our first step is to construct a set of requirements for ensuring the verifiability of design grounded in the PoN. In other words: what does a designer actually have to report in order to make it possible for others to verify that the proposed design is cognitively effective according to the PoN? Given the body of work that has applied the PoN while designing a new visual notation (cf. [12]), it should be possible to reconstruct a set of requirements by investigating detailed applications of the PoN. In particular, we start by investigating the application of the PoN to the goal modeling notation i* [2]. We chose this particular application as a starting point because being authored by the PoN’s creator, it is closest in spirit to the intended operationalization of the principles. In addition, it includes additional reflections on what is important in applying the theory. First we will briefly discuss what the authors actually state in regards to each PoN principle, and then summarize what (kinds of) information is needed to support these statements.

B. What is reported

Semiotic clarity: starts with a presentation of (i) all semantic constructs of i*, and (ii) all its visual constructs. Based on (i) and (ii), calculations are made to determine the degree of symbol redundancy, overload, excess and deficit.

Perceptual discriminability: starts with a presentation of all shapes used by the visual constructs in i* (that is, the different instantiations of the visual variable ‘shape’). Based on this, several aspects (shape similarity, shape inconsistency and discriminability of relationships) are analyzed. Shape similarity: the visual similarity between some shapes (goal/belief and agent/roles) are pointed out. It is noted that this similarity can lead to confusion, based on experimental studies on ER diagrams which showed that novices confuse between similar shapes of triangles and diamonds. Shape inconsistency: it is noted that POSITION, a subtype of ACTOR is represented by a shape from a different family (a rounded-up diamond compared to a circle). A possible design rationale for this choice is mentioned, and the lack of its documentation is highlighted.

Discriminability of relationships: the authors chose to analyze relationships separately from entities. Textual differentiation is noted to be used extensively in i* relationships, and deemed cognitively ineffective, citing a previous article which found similar issues with the UML notation.

Semantic transparency: starts with a presentation of the scale of semantic transparency as defined by the PoN (see Fig. 1). The visual constructs of i* are reviewed against this scale, concluding that the majority is semantically opaque, being abstract geometrical shapes (with the exception of the cloud symbol used for BELIEFS.)
Complexity management: starts with noting the number of levels of abstraction allowed by i* constructs (two). It is then noted that i* lacks a way of breaking diagrams into modules or chunks (using recursive decomposition), ensuring monolithic diagrams regardless of complexity. This implies a low level of complexity management mechanisms.

Cognitive integration: is analyzed by assessing the existence of supporting mechanisms for multi-diagram representations, namely (i) cognitive integration and (ii) perceptual integration. Cognitive integration is not deemed a major problem because i* only has two types of diagrams (strategic dependency and strategic rationale). Following this, naming conventions for the diagram types are analyzed, noting that they are too similar. Perceptual integration is noted to be affected by the use of different symbols to represent the same concept (ACTORS) on the different diagram types. Some strengthening of perceptual integration is provided by Strategic Dependency (SD) diagrams in i* which can be viewed as long-shot diagrams. However, the authors state that SD diagrams are not effective in this sense, citing literature to support their view.

Visual expressiveness: starts with listing all visual variables used in i*: shape, brightness and orientation, determining a visual expressiveness score of 3. The visual expressiveness is noted to be strengthened by the use of curved shapes, with the authors noting works claiming that these are more perceptually efficient and aesthetically pleasing. The authors then consider the effectiveness of using the visual variable of color. They evaluate it as poor in i* based on the following considerations: (i) color does not contribute to perceptual discriminability, i.e., differentiating between symbols (different shapes have same color) and relationships (arcs use text instead of color), (ii) color is used on both text and background. The authors claim that according to literature this reduces legibility and aesthetics.

Dual coding: starts by checking whether text is used to complement visual constructs (both entity or relationships). It is noted that i* does not combine text and visual constructs.

Graphic economy: the number of different visual constructs are counted and compared to the established cognitive upper limit of 7±2 symbols. i* is noted to have a graphic complexity of 16 symbols, highly exceeding the recommendation.

Cognitive fit: the number of visual dialects is counted to assess whether enough dialects are available to support optimal representation for different users and representational media. i* is noted to have no such dialects.

C. What information is used to report

A critical piece of information for several of the principles is a complete representation of the semantic and visual constructs. For example, for semiotic clarity these constructs are presented first, after which symbol redundancy, overload, excess and deficit calculated. Verifying the size of the visual vocabulary for graphic complexity also depends on having this set of visual constructs available to the reader. The analysis of each visual construct’s location on the semantic transparency scale depends on the symbols being available to the reader as well. Thus, for an application of the PoN to be verifiable at all it is necessary to explicitly present the semantic and visual constructs, and clear labeling of both so readers can link them. Visual constructs can be presented simply as listing of all used symbols (entities and relationships alike), while semantic constructs can take the form of e.g., meta-models, class hierarchies, or textual definitions. For perceptual discriminability the set of used shapes is also needed. Although they follow from the set of visual constructs, for simplicity’s sake they can be reported on explicitly.

Some principles pose requirements on the diagram level, where it is not enough to only look at atomic constructs. For example, for cognitive integration we need to know whether we can create relationships between entities in distinct diagrams. To assess complexity management, we need to not only know whether there are semantic and visual constructs for abstraction (e.g., black boxes, collapsible elements), but also how these elements behave: knowledge of the compositional rules for forming valid expressions are necessary. In some cases, this information is already encoded in the presentation of the semantic constructs (e.g., in a given meta model or specification); in other cases it still needs to be explicitly reported on.

The PoN itself is grounded in relevant theories from a number of fields (e.g., semiotics, psychophysics, cognitive science), but knowledge of those theories is not always needed. For example, to apply semiotic clarity, simply counting the occurrences of symbol redundancy, overload, excess and deficit can be done without having an in-depth understanding of why these ought to be avoided. This is not the case for all principles, some of which are strongly linked to the application of a specific cognitive theory. For example, the PoN’s normative instructions in terms of dual coding are a near-straightforward statement to apply dual-coding theory to the visual notation at hand. Given the PoN’s ambiguous operationalization which does not make clear how much thought should be put into this dual coding, i.e., “use text to supplement visual information”, it becomes necessary for the designers to familiarize themselves with the relevant theory and decide exactly what to do. This leads to a certain variability in how the PoN is wielded, making it very important to understand how the designer wielded these theories. To make it verifiable what was done, the rationale for what parts of the theory were applied, and in how much detail, is needed. The principles that are closely linked to a cognitive theory, without giving explicit instructions, cognitive integration, cognitive fit, and dual coding all require such details – a finding shared by our earlier work on a minimal operationalization of PoN principles [9].

Design rationale is not only important to clarify how and to what degree particular theories were applied, but also to directly ground decisions taken for individual visual properties. For example, when determining perceptual discriminability, the similarity of shapes has to be assessed, which is not a matter of clear-cut yes or no questions. Say we have two constructs, GOAL and SOFTGOAL, which are represented as ✗ and ✗ respectively. Instead of simply stating that they are dissimilar (enough), we have to provide a rationale why we believe they are dissimilar. Here, for example, a naïve, but commonly used kind of claim would be that the difference in font and slight incline makes them distinct enough. A more substantial
grounding would involve asking users to chose the two most distinct “x” characters from a list and using the most provided answer. For several principles such design rationale is important. For example, in the i* assessment, Moody proposes to increase visual expressiveness via color usage, suggesting using yellow for tasks by association with sticky notes, resource as green by association with trees, soft goals as pink by association with “softness or fluffiness.” All these design choices are given with a particular design rationale. For semantic transparency design rationale is of particular importance, as the claim for each symbol suggesting its meaning is dependent on many personal and cultural factors, making it important to verify that such design holds in a given context-of-use.

**D. Summary: information required for verifiability of PoN applications**

The analysis discussed above can be summarized into an overview of what data – semantic constructs, visual constructs, rules for linking constructs, and design rationale – are needed to verify each principle. An overview is given in Table 2, where each “x” represents some information that should be reported for a PoN application’s design claims to be verifiable.

**TABLE 2. MINIMAL INFORMATION NEEDED TO VERIFY IF A PO-N PRINCIPLE HOLDS, DERIVED FROM SEC. II.B AND II.C. CONSTRUCTS MARKED WITH AN ASTERISK (*) REQUIRE EXPLICATION OF THE COMPOSITIONAL RULES FOR CONSTRUCTS OF THAT TYPE. DESIGN RATIONALE MARKED WITH A DAGGER (†) REQUIRE RATIONALE ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF COGNITIVE THEORY.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Semantic constructs</th>
<th>Visual constructs</th>
<th>Design Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SemCla</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PerDis</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SemTra</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ComMan</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CogInt</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VisExp</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DuaCod</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GraEco</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CogFit</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×†</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, as several principles require designers to adapt relevant cognitive theories to their requirements, in Table 3 we summarize which principles require familiarization with which additional theory. Besides such familiarization, these principles also require explicit design rationale for the way and degree in which these theories were applied.

**TABLE 3. PRINCIPLES WHICH REQUIRE MORE IN-DEPTH FAMILIARIZATION WITH A COGNITIVE THEORY.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Requires familiarization with</th>
<th>i.e.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CogInt</td>
<td>Cognitive integration of diagrams</td>
<td>[13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DuaCod</td>
<td>Dual-coding theory</td>
<td>[14, 15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CogFit</td>
<td>Cognitive fit theory</td>
<td>[16]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**III. REQUIREMENTS FOR CAPTURING DESIGN RATIONALE**

The analysis summary in Table 2 shows the importance of design rationale for verifying PoN applications, as information about design rationale is needed for six out of nine principles. While semantic and visual constructs (and related linking rules) are typically straightforward to report on, design rationale requires more effort to be structured and presented systematically. Even in the exemplary application of the PoN we discussed, some presented design rationales are little more than personal opinion or grounded in gut feeling, making it clear that something is needed to stimulate more in-depth treatment to construct (and report on) rigorous design rationales.

Moody explicitly linked the concept of design rationale to the PoN concepts in the i* analysis (see Fig. 2). In particular, he postulated that design rationale should be specified at the lowest level of granularity on which the principles operate (visual properties), and most importantly, that such rationale should be based on “theory and/or empirical evidence rather than common sense, opinion or personal taste.” [2]

![Fig. 2. Moody’s positioning of design rationale, from [2].](image)

The model presented in Fig. 2, however, does not present enough detail or granularity to aid designers in structuring design rationale – nor does it stimulate designers to provide rationales based on evidence rather than opinion. We need a clearer structure to capture (or reverse engineer) the design rationale used to justify design choices made during the implementation of a PoN principle.

**A. Design rationale: argumentation vs. evidence**

The literature on design rationale encompasses an extensive set of options for doing so. However, we need to clarify the exact purpose for which we wish to capture design rationale in order to determine what information is most relevant [17]. Shipman and McCall [18] noted three major purposes for design rationale: argumentation, documentation and communication. As we are interested in ensuring that PoN-based design is verifiable by others, we are focused on the documentation purpose, which is the use of design rationale as an enabler for those outside the design process to understand how a design came to be[18]. For this purpose, the results of the reasoning process (i.e., the design choice) and the immediate explanation are most important, while other typical information such as alternative design choices are not as important.

The move towards an evidence-driven focus of design rationale rather than a traditional argumentation-driven focus, we should incorporate a way of distinguishing between the strength of different levels of evidence. Clinical research has developed many frameworks to capture the different degrees to which information represents evidence. A widely spread notion is that of Levels of Evidence (LoE). Sacket [19] introduced a model to distinguish between five levels of evidence, which has been built on by many others. In general, these earlier models make the distinction between evidence based on personal (or “expert”) opinion, correlational evidence, and causational evidence.
Recently, the most widely adopted and used model based on these ideas is the Grading of Recommendation Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) model [1, 20]. Specifically, this model has been successfully adopted and used in Software Engineering (SE) research before, e.g., to assess the strength of evidence presented in systematic literature reviews on SE topics [21]. The GRADE model disregards opinion as a grade of evidence in itself and defines a graded scale for quality of evidence, where the quality of a piece of evidence is inversely linked to how likely it is that any new information (e.g., new studies or observations) would cast doubt on the evidence. We will adopt these levels as a way to distinguish between the levels of evidence used to justify a design rationale of a design choice. An overview of the levels of evidence, descriptions and examples of the different levels are given in Table 4.

B. Meta-model

Based on what we have discussed so far, we constructed a meta-model of concepts needed in order to analyze PoN-grounded design. The meta-model, shown in Fig. 3, is directly linked to Moody’s model shown in Fig. 2, as it relates the newly-proposed concepts directly to the PoN concepts (visual notation, graphical symbol, visual property). A brief description of the meaning of each element in the model is given below, elaborating on some of the relationships meant to enforce specific verifiability claims.

One of the key elements of the meta-model is the design choice, which represents the particular design choice that was actually made, i.e., a (partial) implementation of a PoN principle. These are informed by requirements on the visual notation. There can be a tension between the way in which Requirements and PoN Principles inform Design choices, e.g., a requirement for models to always be represented in a monolithic fashion for ease of print-out use, leading to tension with the principle of complexity management’s prescriptions to use modularization and other means to hide information where effective. In such cases, the rationale for the Design choice should always be reported.

For a design choice to be verified, information is needed, as according to Table 2. This typically includes specific semantic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evidence Level</th>
<th>GRADE Description [1]</th>
<th>Practically speaking is:</th>
<th>Examples of Specific Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Further research is very unlikely to change the level of confidence in the estimate of effect</td>
<td>Established theory; knowledge based on multiple studies whose data is derived from representative audiences and that corroborate each other.</td>
<td>Miller’s established upper limit of 7±2 for the maximum number of graphical symbols,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Further research is likely to have an important impact on the level of confidence in the estimate of effect, and may change the estimate.</td>
<td>A single study whose data is derived from a representative audience. - or - Multiple instances of low-level evidence that corroborates each other.</td>
<td>Multiple surveys of a symbol being semantically transparent carried out among different significant samples shown to be representative of users of the notation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Further research is very likely to have an important impact on the level of confidence in the estimate of effect and is likely to change the estimate.</td>
<td>A single study whose data is derived from a non-representative audience (e.g., students). A survey of a symbol being semantically transparent carried out among a representative sample of users of the notation.</td>
<td>Multiple surveys of a symbol being semantically transparent carried out by different researchers among their student population.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very low</td>
<td>Any estimate of the effect is very uncertain.</td>
<td>Opinion, gut feeling, a simple observation.</td>
<td>The claim that a stick-figure with sunglasses and a pistol would be understood as an agent because people will have a connotation to the famous secret agent James Bond.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 3. Meta-model of our conceptual framework.](image-url)
constructs, visual constructs, and their relevant composition-
al rules, and rationale. In the model rationale can be seen to
serve a double role as the information that rationalizes a partic-
ular design choice, and information that is required to ensure
the verifiability of that design choice. The structural form of a
rationale is elaborated on below in Sec. III.C.

We make an explicit distinction between design choices and rationale so to be able to capture the scenarios where particular designs are made without rationale, or without that ra-
ationale being reported. Notably, in our approach PoN Principles
do not provide the basis for design rationale as in Moody’s
initial meta-model, because not all principles require design
rationale in the same way. Furthermore, those principles that
require explicit design rationale tend not to provide unambigu-
ous, operationalized ways to achieve it, such as semantic trans-
parency’s instruction to ensure symbols suggest their meaning.

To differentiate between how well grounded different ra-
tionale is, each rationale has to provide evidence, together with
its evidence level as determined by Table 4. Typically, evi-
dence falls into one of four categories, from weak to strong:
‘expert’ evaluation, weak empirical, strong empirical, and
(well-established) theory. Examples of different kinds of evi-
dence are given in Table 4. Theory and PoN principle are
linked via a is required to implement relationship, as some
principles (cognitive fit, dual coding, cognitive integration) explicit require a cognitive theory to be implemented.

C. Capture profile

From the above meta-model we can now create a general
profile for capturing the design rationale of design choices
made during the design phase of a visual notation. When filled
out, these profiles give a clearly structured overview of the
reason and evidence for a particular design choice, which
makes it more straight forward to verify and assess how likely
they are to be valid instantiations of a principle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Descriptive title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Principle</td>
<td>The principle which the design choice is made to support = {SemClu, PerDis, SemTra, ComMan, CogInt, VisExp, DualCod, GraEco, CoGFit}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphical symbol</td>
<td>The visual construct (some v in V) on which the design choice is made.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual property</td>
<td>The collection of visual variables of the symbol for which the design choice is made = {Shape, Color, Texture, Size, Brightness, Orientation, Horizontal position (x), Vertical position (y)}.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Choice</td>
<td>A textual description of the actual design choice made.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale</td>
<td>A textual description of the justification and the evidence supporting it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirement</td>
<td>Explicit requirements from which the design choice followed (if such existed).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evidence</td>
<td>The level of confidence (and explanation) of the evidence supporting the rationale = [high, moderate, low, very low].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An example is given in Table 6, extracting the design ra-
tionale given by Moody [2] for his recommended design for
AGENTS in i*. Through such explicit capturing, it is emphasized
whether a design choice is justified or not, by making it very
clear what evidence it is grounded in.

| Table 6. Example of a Design Choice Rationale Profile Filled Out for a Specific Case. |
|-----------------|---------------------------------|
| Title | Representing agents as James Bond |
| Principle | Semantic Transparency |
| Graphical symbol | Agent |
| Visual property | Shape |
| Design Choice | Representing an agent as a stick figure wearing sunglasses and holding a pistol: |
| Rationale | The stick figure wearing sunglasses and pistol will make people associate the symbol with James Bond, a famous secret ‘agent’. |
| Requirement | The notation has to be rich to communicate with outsiders. |
| Evidence | Very low (expert evaluation), based on author’s observation |

But what if, like noted in Sec. II.B, we need to capture a ra-
tionale for the degree to which we apply a particular theory?
Table 7 gives an example for dual coding, relating a decision to
ALL symbols of some kind. The rationale presented here lets
other people clearly see the degree to which the principle was
applied, and whether the design is relevant to their context.

| Table 7. Example of a Design Choice Rationale Profile Filled Out for Application of Dual-Coding. |
|-----------------|---------------------------------|
| Title | Avoiding writing direction confusion |
| Principle | Dual coding |
| Graphical symbol | ALL RELATIONSHIPS |
| Visual property | Shape, Position |
| Design Choice | Putting a label on each relationship in the form “subject – verb – object”; encoding it as CamelCase, e.g., “SubjectVerbObject”, and prefix each such label with either “<” or “>” to indicate the reading direction: |
| Rationale | By putting a label on each relationship above its graphical representation, people will more quickly understand what they mean. |
| Requirement | The notation must be usable in multi-lingual environments. |
| Evidence | High [14,15] for increased understanding due to redundant coding. Moderate (internal survey) for the choice for CamelCase and explicit encoding of reading direction based on an internal survey among our organization’s programmers and their preferred style of coding and documenting. |

Table 8 gives an example for important common design
choices, here anchoring color palette for the notation, and as-
signing a pop-out color for a specific element intended to stand
out. Note the additional use of evaluation with intended users
to ensure appropriateness of the design choice.
TABLE 8. EXAMPLE OF A DESIGN CHOICE RATIONALE PROFILE FILLED OUT TO ENSURE FUNCTIONAL PERCEPTUAL POP-OUT IN A SECURITY LANGUAGE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ensuring ‘risk’ elements stand out in security models</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Graphical symbol</th>
<th>Visual property</th>
<th>Design Choice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perceptual discriminability</td>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>Color</td>
<td>Using the following color palette defined in literature [7]: FF2121, C2FC63, BCF7EF, D7EEFA, FD9A42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rationale</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For ‘risk’ elements to further stand out besides its unique shape, we want to produce a color pop-out effect. Pop-out effects are achieved when there is sufficient distance in both color and luminance. We will choose a color palette optimized for generating pop-out established in literature, and assign the ‘pop-out’ color value solely to the ‘risk’ elements.</td>
<td>Moderate [7] for exact color palette choices Moderate (internal survey) further testing of the palette in survey with intended end-users was favorable, see &lt;data&gt;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. REQUIREMENTS FOR A VERIFIABLE PON APPLICATION: A FRAMEWORK

Based on the analysis in Sec. II, and the requirements derived in Sec. III, we now propose a framework for increasing the verifiability of reporting on PoN-based analyses of notations. The framework is structured so that exact instructions are given what to do for each principle, and where it is important to note requirements for the visual notation that may impact the design choices. For such cases, explicit design rationale according to Sec. II.C is captured to enable readers to understand choices made. For example, if there is a strict requirement that a visual notation is kept as simple as possible, likely there will be more semantic constructs than visual constructs. This would cause symbol overload and negatively impact semantic clarity.

A. Notation-specific reporting requirements

The following should be reported before any principle-specific analysis is reported:

- List those requirements that impact principle implementation, i.e., to do with types of user, medium of use.
- List all semantic constructs S, visual constructs V = (Entities U Relationships), and their mapping, M:S→V.
- List all used visual variables VisVar and their possible values used in the visual elements V. For example, Shape: square, circle, triangle; Color: red, blue, green.
- List all compositional rules R used for S and V.

B. Principle-specific reporting requirements

For all the principle-specific instructions given below, all results should be explicitly reported. The capture profile from Table 5 should be used for providing design rationale.

- **Semiotic clarity (SemCla)**
  - Compute the value for symbol …
  - … redundancy = |{v ∈ V | |{s ∈ S : M(s) = v}| > 1}|
  - … overload = |{s ∈ S | |{v ∈ V : M(s) = v}| > 1}|
  - … excess = |{v ∈ V | ¬∃s ∈ S : M(s) = v}|
  - … deficit = |{s ∈ S | ¬∃v ∈ V : M(s) = v}|

For any non-zero value:
  - Provide a structured design rationale using the structure provided in Table 5:

- **Perceptual discriminability (PerDis)**
  - Choose a metric Sim which for every two shapes s,s’ of visual constructs v,v’ ∈ V returns their similarity score: [ ]
  - Choose a dissimilarity threshold D if Sim(s,s’) < D, meaning that s and s’ are not similar: [ ]

  Provide the following details for each two shapes s,s’ of different visual constructs v,v’:
  - **Shape similarity**:
    - Provide Sim(s,s’) = [ ]
    - If Sim(s,s’) → D:
      - Provide a structured design rationale: [ ]
  - **Shape inconsistency**
    - If s is a subtype of s’ (e.g., i*’s POSITION is a subtype of ACTOR) and Sim(s,s’) < D:
      - Provide a structured design rationale:
  - **Discriminability of relationships**
    - If v and v’ are relationships and Sim(s,s’) → D:
      - Provide a structured design rationale:

- **Semantic transparency (SemTra)**
  - For each visual construct v ∈ V:
    - Provide v’s location on the Transparency scale of Fig. 1 and a structured design rationale: [ ]

- **Complexity management (ComMan)**
  - Provide the number of diagram types Types that represent a different level of abstraction: [ ]
  - Is at least one level of abstraction used for recursive decomposition of diagrams (i.e., black-boxing, elements (de)compose to new diagrams)?
    - Yes [ ] No [ ]

If the number of levels of abstraction is 0, or recursive decomposition is not available:
  - Provide a structured design rationale: [ ]

Notation

Ensure the following information is reported:

Requirements: □

S: □, V: □, M:S→V: □, VisVar: □, R: □
Cognitive integration (CogInt)
If there are multiple types of diagram types (|Types| >1):

For any case in which an s is mapped to different v in different diagrams of types t1,t2:

Provide a structured design rationale

Apply cognitive integration of diagrams theory in line with your requirements.

Provide a structured design rationale for the implementation and how it addresses the requirements:

Visual expressiveness (VisExp)

Provide |VisVar| = [ ]

Is |VisVar| 8? Yes [ ] No [ ]

For the selected visual variables x ∈ VisVar:

Provide a structured design rationale, addressing the extent to which the selected x contribute to:  (i) PerDis, (ii) Readability, and (iii) Aesthetics: [ ]

Dual coding (DuaCod)

Apply dual coding theory in line with your requirements.

Provide a structured design rationale for the implementation and how it addresses the requirements: [ ] (see e.g., Table 8)

Graphic Economy (GraEco)

Provide |V| = [ ]

If |Types| = 1 and |V| is not 7±2:

Provide a structured design rationale: [ ]

If |Types| > 1, for each type t:

Vt = [ ] (where Vt is the set of visual constructs used in diagrams of type t)

Provide |Vt| for each t ∈ Types: [ ]

If |Vt| is not 7±2:

Provide a structured design rationale: [ ]

Cognitive Fit (CogFit)

Provide visual dialects in line with your requirements.2

If relevant in your requirements, provide a dialect for at least different level of expertise and different representational medium.

If no dialects are provided, and your requirements indicate users with different level of expertise, or use in different representational media can be expected, provide a structured design rationale for the lack of dialects: [ ]

---

1 This rationale should be in line with the not satisfying semiotic clarity.
2 New design choices in dialects should be re-evaluated with the framework.

V. EXAMPLE APPLICATION OF THE FRAMEWORK

A. The showcase

To demonstrate the a posteriori use of the framework, we use it to assess a recent application of the PoN. This can aid in determining points of attention for further improvement of the visual notation. Based on a dataset of PoN applications [12] we selected a recently published domain-specific modeling language for testing environment emulation, TeeVML [22].

TeeVML consists of three levels, each of which has a distinct visual design. While the article [22] is mainly focused on semantics, visual design is noted to be important, and an analysis according to all nine principles of the PoN is given to improve the notation’s usability and development productivity. Due to space limitations, we will showcase only one case in this paper, leaving the analysis of a larger corpus of PoN applications to future work. A complete overview of our analysis can be found in an online appendix3.

First, we compare the notation-specific reported data presented in [22] against information required by our framework (see Sec. IV.A), obtaining the following:

TeeVML: Reported data:

Requirements: ☐
S: ☑, V: ☑, M:S→V: ☑, VisVar: ☐, R: ☐

TeeVML: Graphic Economy (GraEco)

|V| = [26]

As |Types| =3, we consider Vt for each t ∈ Types:

t1 = Signature, |Vt1| = [9]
t2 = Protocol, |Vt2| = [7]
t3 = Behavior, |Vt3| = [10]

Provided design rationale: [“A key design consideration is to minimize the number of visual symbols.” [22]]

While only visual variables are explicitly listed, a listing of compositional rules is not provided. Yet the presented overviews of S, V and their mapping enables readers to verify several principles.

Due to space limitations, we focus here on two principles. The first is graphic economy, which is noted in [22] to be a key consideration. While |V| values were not given, they can be calculated based on S, and shown to be within the 7±2 range for almost all diagram types. However, since R is missing, we cannot infer whether diagram types can be linked, and thus shown at the same time. It is therefore not possible to determine whether the overall |V| of 26 is a major consideration.

TeeVML: Visual expressiveness (VisExp)

|VisVar| = [ ]

Is |VisVar| 8? Yes [ ] No [ ]

For the selected visual variables x ∈ VisVar:

Provide a structured design rationale, addressing the extent to which the selected x contribute to:  (i) PerDis, (ii) Readability, and (iii) Aesthetics: [ ]

TeeVML: Dual coding (DuaCod)

Apply dual coding theory in line with your requirements.

Provide a structured design rationale for the implementation and how it addresses the requirements: [ ] (see e.g., Table 8)

TeeVML: Cognitive Fit (CogFit)

Provide visual dialects in line with your requirements.

If relevant in your requirements, provide a dialect for at least different level of expertise and different representational medium.

If no dialects are provided, and your requirements indicate users with different level of expertise, or use in different representational media can be expected, provide a structured design rationale for the lack of dialects: [ ]

---

3 See www.dirkvanderlinden.eu/data/ for the complete assessment.
TeeVML: Visual expressiveness (VisExp)

$|\text{VisVar}| = [\text{at least 4}]$

Provided rationale for contribution of used $x$ VisVar to PerDis, Readability, Aesthetics:
Shape: [?] Color: [?] Orientation: [?] Texture: [?]

It should be noted the above fragment of our framework application highlights gaps in reporting the PoN application to a visual design, and not weaknesses of the latter. As the PoN does not provide enough guidance on how to report on this rationale, the aim of our framework is to address this gap by pointing out exactly these points where further elaboration and design rationale are needed. By the framework’s stimulation of capturing explicit rationale grounded in evidence, designers using it would be guided to spend more time understanding the impact of their design choices on their visual notation’s users as well as provide more comprehensive and convincing reports regarding the design choices they make.

B. Deriving required points of attention

From the full analysis of the above showcase, a number of points to improve the verifiability of the design choices (as opposed to the choices themselves) made by notation designers can be considered. To illustrate how a posteriori application of the framework can be useful in strengthening existing notation’s design, some of these points are summarized below:

- Provide (a link to) an exhaustive listing of the rules of composition for S and V. This would also aid in the verifiability of certain principles, such as complexity management, by establishing exactly how the information hiding mechanism works. Cognitive integration’s verifiability also requires these composition rules.
- Provide a description of requirements that impacted the principles implementation, in order to assess, e.g., the relative importance of your dual coding implementation, whether cognitive integration is sufficient for your users.
- Principle-specific:
  - Provide explicit scores for symbol redundancy, overload, excess, and deficit.
  - Provide a similarity metric $Sim$ used to verifiably assess that shapes are distinct.
  - Provide design rationale for the design of each icon meant to be semantically transparent.
  - Provide $|\text{VisVar}|$ and assess each $x$ in $|\text{VisVar}|$’s impact on PerDis, readability, and aesthetics.
  - Provide a design rationale for the used style of dual coding, in particular on the complementary use of redundant label coding and textual instantiation encoding.
  - Elaborate from the requirements whether the three diagrams are used together, and if so, provide a design rationale for the overall $|V|$ of 26.

Some of the noted points of attention could likely be intended design to satisfy a requirement for the notation. If this is the case, explicitly capturing that reason would make it verifiable that the principle was not left unsatisfied.

VI. Discussion & Contribution

The use of an evidence-based approach with focus on design rationale might seem counter-intuitive for a design theory. The PoN is at first a normative Type V design theory [23] – that is, it is meant to design new artifacts to solve existing problems. Typically, argumentation has been used as a core factor of validation in such research efforts. The presentation of a strong argument why an artifact (e.g., a method, tool, model) helps with something is its core validation. However, if we take into account that many applications of the PoN lack detail in their reporting [12], it seems that the presentation of arguments as to why a visual notation satisfies a principle is not simple for many designers. The worth of design research is established by its validity to users, novelty of the artifact, and importantly: the persuasiveness of the given evidence [24]. With the lack of detail in reporting of many PoN applications, there is little persuasiveness that their claims to being cognitively effective truly hold – which is exactly where the evidence-driven focus aids designers by being forced to think about, and accurately present this data. Whether such evidence is typically of lower level of confidence according to our model is not a problem directly, as we want to first simply compare evidence for different designs, and also stimulate designers to further improve their validity.

The utility of our framework should thus be considered for two distinct audiences: (i) designers of visual notations, and (ii) (potential) users of visual notations. For the former, we stimulate better design and reporting as a core utility, and for the latter, we provide utility by enabling them to critically assess the quality and proven usefulness of a visual notation they might want to use for a specific task. As seen from the showcase in Section V, some visual notations designed with the PoN in mind cannot simply be said to truly satisfy its normative instructions. Thus, it is not trivial to say that a visual notation claimed to have been designed according to the PoN is indeed cognitively effective, or well designed at all. From our work of surveying PoN applications [12], we found that this scenario is fairly typical. The proposed framework might thus help to raise the level of verified design by making it more visible to users of notations how well designed they can truly claim to be.

We designed the framework in such a way that it translates to a checklist-style approach, so that designers of a visual notation are not needlessly encumbered by having to write additional formalizations. It can thus also be easily integrated into approaches for systematically ordering when to apply which principle, such as PoN-S [3]. The main complexity of use manifests in the need to be explicit and convincing about the rationales used in order to justify design choices – and the need to present and classify the evidence supporting them. We further envision the framework’s automation, into a computer-aided design tool, helping designers by providing relevant feedback on what principles are left unaddressed or unsatisfied, and guiding them in providing all the information needed.

As hinted at from the showcase in Sec. V.B., we see a use for a posteriori analysis – applying it to the full corpus of PoN applications. Doing so would lead to a general overview of what aspects are well- and under-reported, what principles are backed up by the most evidence, as well as what kinds of evi-
ence is used in general. Furthermore, establishing such a dataset would reinforce work based on re-using validated design elements [25] by allowing to identify and reuse those elements with the highest level of evidence already in existence.

VII. CONCLUDING OUTLOOK
This article presented a systematic framework to be used to guide the design of visual notations according to the Physics of Notations theory, as well as a posteriori analysis of PoN-guided designs. The novelty of our framework is that it explicitly acknowledges the inherent limits of operationalization for different principles (requiring user involvement, interpretation of theory, etc.), and focuses on guiding designers to make their design choices explicit and grounded in evidence and in requirements for their notation. Our framework proposes a systematic way to capture evidence-based design rationale, and incorporates a set of guidelines for designers to encode all information needed for others to understand and contextualize the design choices made.

We intend to implement the framework as a computer-aided assessment tool, and further apply it to generate an exhaustive dataset of PoN applications, showcasing what principles are typically most verified and where evidence typically lacks, to further guide designers as to which principles require additional consideration to ensure their full application.
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